Abstract

Poor wrist postures due to work requirements is one of the established risk factors contributing to the development of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs). This study systematically investigates the underlying hypothesis that identification and monitoring of poor wrist postures at work should be in the function of normalized wrist range-of-motion (ROM) instead of the traditional measurement of absolute wrist angle. This three-stage study looks into 1) existing issues related to current workplace wrist postural assessment methods, 2) development of a new architecture to assess and monitor wrist posture at work, and 3) qualitative review with ergonomics practitioners on the architecture. The first stage utilizes literature review and interview with ergonomics practitioners. Generative collaboration method was used to generate the architecture for the second stage. The third stage employs semi-structured interview with ergonomics practitioners. Several issues were identified in current wrist postural assessment methods. A conceptual architecture of the Wrist ROM System to assess and monitor wrist postural behaviors at workplace is proposed in this manuscript. The architecture was generally well received by the practitioners. The architecture provides the groundwork in the development of a technological system designed as a tool to analyze workplace wrist postural behaviors.
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1. Introduction

Several ergonomics risk factors are known to be associated with the occupational strain and pain as well as work musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs). Among these risk factors are poor working postures, high force exertion, repetitive joint movements, and their combinations [1]. Among others, these risk factors may also exist due to the substandard workplace and tool design, as well as employees’ working behaviors and habits. The US Bureau of Labor reported strain and strain as the leading nature of occupational injury and illness, which accounted for 37% of total cases requiring days away from work in 2014 [2]. The emerging trend of occupational injuries due to strain and strain, especially related to the upper extremities would negatively affect workers and industries such as causing long absences from work [3], and loss of productivity or wages [4].

National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) reported that adoption of non-neutral wrist posture can increase risks to musculoskeletal disorders such as Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) or tendinitis [5]. Frequent and extreme deviation from neutral wrist posture have shown association to alter carpal tunnel pressure, affecting median nerve compression, and ultimately leading to higher risk of chronic WMSDs development [6 – 10]. Wrist injuries have been reported to contribute to a considerable economic burden associated with both high health-care costs and productivity costs [11]. Costs associated with CTS related surgeries were estimated to be USD 2 billion each year, with approximately 400,000 surgeries reported to be performed [12]. Thus, a mechanism to detect and classify the poor wrist posture at work is needed. However, review of the literature shows that the identification and quantification of wrist postures at work is challenging [13, 14]. Multiple workplace factors such as high work pace, limited space, repetitive task [15], and restricted vision resulted in the difficulties to observe and quantify the wrist posture behaviors.

This manuscript is proposing a conceptual idea that the identification and monitoring of poor wrist postures should be quantitative and real time. In addition, the identification and monitoring is proposed to be in the function of normalized wrist range of motion (ROM) to complement the traditional measurement of absolute wrist angle or the subjective assessment systems (self-report and observation). It is envisioned that a modular real-time system of wrist ROM can provide industrial practitioners a tool to identify and monitor wrist posture in workplace. This proposed system may assist designers, engineers, and management in identifying, analyzing and making changes to workstation and tool design to improve wrist postural behaviors.

2. Methods

This study consisted of three stages (Figure 1), in which each stage utilizes different research methodologies. Stage 1 is a problem investigation stage, where existing issues related to current workplace wrist postural assessment were investigated. This study was initiated after interviews with two experienced ergonomics consultants providing...
ergonomics services to industries. These two practitioners have a cumulative 30 years of experience conducting ergonomics assessment in different industrial settings. In addition, available literature on the topic of wrist postural assessment were also reviewed through online databases.

In Stage 2, an initial architecture of the newly proposed wrist posture assessment and behavioral system was developed. Cognitive mind map activities through generative and collaborative approach, as described by Sanders & Stappers [16] were utilized to generate a conceptual framework of the new system. Reiterations of the conceptual frameworks lead to the development of an initial architecture for the new system to assess and monitor wrist postural behaviors at workplace.

Stage 3 is to review the proposed architecture among practitioners and academicians specializing in the area of Human Factors & Ergonomics. Semi-structured interview sessions were conducted among 3 experts to get their feedbacks on the proposed architecture. The participants in this 3rd stage have a cumulative experience of 55 years in the field of Human Factors & Ergonomics. The interview sessions were audio-recorded and qualitatively analyzed for descriptive patterns. Hybrid coding scheme of ‘descriptive’ and ‘in-vivo’ coding, as described by Saldaña [17] were adopted in the thematic analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Problem investigation

The two ergonomic consultants interviewed in this study reported an increasing cases of wrist issues among their clients. According to them, the assessment and monitoring of wrist at work is challenging with currently available postural assessment tools. Further follow up discussions identified those issues to be related to challenges in the measurement and quantification of the wrist posture behaviors. Rapid dynamic wrist movement is difficult to capture and track over a period of time.

Assessment of postures in general has been a topic of interest by researchers for few decades. Different postural assessment tools have been used by ergonomists and industrial practitioners around the world including USA, Mexico, Italy, Iran, China, India and Malaysia [18 – 25]. Reviews of literature found several postural assessment tools that are published and applied in the industries to assess workstations at occupational settings. Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) for example, is a rapid assessment tool developed to screen loads on musculoskeletal system due to posture, muscle function, and the forces upon those postures [26]. In RULA, the postural angles of different joints are observed, whereby extreme joint angle is associated with higher musculoskeletal load on the body. Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) which was developed based upon RULA, also uses similar principles of focusing on postural angle as an assessment system to quantify the severity of posture [27]. The Concise Exposure Index (OCRA), which provides the assessor with an index measure uses a simpler cut off point of 45 degree wrist angle deviation in combination with frequency of exposure when assessing the wrist [28]. Quick Exposure Checklist (QEC) is another observational assessment tool that uses an assessment worksheet [29]. The worksheet accounts both the observer’s and worker’s rating in its assessment. The wrist assessment in QEC is divided into two components: 1) posture (either straight or bent position in worst case scenario) and, 2) frequency of posture. It should be noted that QEC does not involve an observation of any specific cutoff wrist angles, unlike RULA, REBA, and OCRA. However, similar to RULA, REBA, and OCRA, QEC’s assessment is not limited only to wrist region, but also to multiple body parts such as shoulder, arm, neck, and back.

In addition to postural assessment tools that focuses on multiple body parts, there are also other tools that specifically focuses on assessing wrist posture. Strain Index considers multiple parameters in its assessment which includes wrist postures, frequency of posture assumption, duration of task, and intensity of exertion [13]. On the other hand, American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) developed an assessment tool called ACGIH Hand Activity Level (ACGIH-HAL) which looked at only into two parameters: hand activity level and normalized peak force [30]. The hand activity level includes the combination of the wrist posture and its frequency while peak force looks into the magnitude of hand exertion.

A closer inspection on these assessment tools reveal several research questions related to postural assessment on the wrist region. The first question on these available tools is on their specificity to assess wrist postures. RULA, REBA and OCRA considers wrist deviation from neutral posture to be one of the parameters in their assessment. However, the weight of wrist assessment in these tools is limited as the wrist score only represents small components in the overall assessment systems. Hence, the tools may not effectively quantify issues that are specific and localized to the postural behavior of the wrist.

It should be noted that few assessment tools that focus specifically on wrist motions, such as Strain Index and ACGIH-HAL already exist. Even though both Strain Index and ACGIH-HAL are specific to wrist, these tools used subjective ratings on the wrist postures to determine the assessment score. In Strain Index, the wrist posture is categorized into five subjective levels that ranges from "perfectly neutral" to "near extreme". Similarly, the measure of activity level on the wrist in ACGIH-HAL is also based on a subjective scale that ranges from 0 – 10. The scale can either be determined through self-report or observation from an experienced assessor. RULA, REBA, and OCRA also use indirect measure to determine wrist angle in their respective assessment process. As such, the second question is related to the sensitivity of the tools.

Currently, there are limited instruments used to objectively assess the postural behavior at work specifically on the wrist. Estimation of wrist angle through observation, or through usage of goniometer is some of the options to capture the wrist angle. However, the dynamic nature of occupational task makes it challenging to quantify wrist posture using goniometer. Although goniometer can provide valid and reliable measurement of wrist ROM, the measurement using goniometer is usually only performed on static wrist postures [31]. Thus, the data obtained may be estimation instead of an accurate objective measure of wrist postural behaviors. The concern with subjective measure is its dependence on the experiences of assessors, as well as validity of assessment from self-report method.

Another concern related to the sensitivity of assessment is that the tools generally provide only a snapshot or an
overview assessment of the posture. The capability and limitation of current instrumentations to capture rapid and real-time data may affect the quality of the data. Capturing objective, real time data may provide better data resolution for assessment, and allows an opportunity for a time-based monitoring process. It should be noted that the use of objective and real-time data when assessing specific body parts is not new. Lumbar Motion Monitor (LMM), for example, uses an electronic instruments and sensors to capture postural behaviors of spine, which includes the spine’s displacement, velocity, and acceleration [32]. With the advent of new technologies such as wearable sensors, camera tracking devices and electrogoniometers, there have been few relevant studies conducted to capture real time, dynamic postural data [31, 33 – 36]. Thus, further exploration utilizing these technologies to have more accurate and higher resolution postural data is warranted.

Another point of discussion with current assessment tools, such as RULA, REBA or OCRA is that these tools capture absolute angle to assess posture. However, there is little consensus on the appropriate range of absolute wrist angle for occupational tasks [7]. Measurement of absolute wrist angle may not take into account existing individual factors that can influence the results of assessment. For example, a task that requires 40-degree flexion of wrist posture might not be an issue to a healthy employee, but it may be challenging to an employee who already had an onset of WMSD symptoms. Thus, it is postulated that assessment of postures should be in the function of ROM instead of an absolute angle, to account for individual differences in postural capabilities and limitations. An assessment that considers measure in the form of ROM might provide a more personalized assessment compared to absolute joint angles.

In addition to using ROM as a measure of assessment, it is also proposed that the assessment is normalized to the personal wrist active range of motion for the individual to be assessed. It is known that ROM of individuals are different from one another. Some can perform full motions, but some may have restriction in motions, due to genetics, onset of WMSDs or other factors. Thus, normalization of ROM to the individual's initial maximum voluntary ROM may account for individuals’ differences. Assessment that is normalized to the maximum human capacity is not something new. Studies on electromyography (EMG) have shown the need to normalized data to the maximum voluntary capacity of the assessed individual. Using the same concept, it is envisioned that an assessment and monitoring system that normalizes the dynamic workplace wrist angle data against the maximum voluntary wrist ROM (as a benchmark of individual’s capacity) may be a more sensitive assessment method.

All in all, review on existing literature of wrist postural assessment system found few gaps that warrant attention. The gaps include specificity (tool that focuses on wrist vs. other limbs) and sensitivity (subjective vs. objective measure, snapshot vs. real time data) as summarized in Table 1. A new assessment tool that specifically focuses on wrist postural behavior, and provides objective as well as real-time postural data is envisioned to provide improvement in terms of sensitivity and specificity of the assessment. In addition, using normalized ROM patterns as a method of capturing postural behavior instead of the traditional absolute angle may account for individual differences in postural capabilities and limitations.

### Table 1. Comparison among existing postural assessment tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ergonomics assessment tool</th>
<th>Body parts assessed</th>
<th>Assessment data type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strain Index [13]</td>
<td>Wrist region</td>
<td>Qualitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, Hand Activity level (ACGIH-HAL) [30]</td>
<td>Wrist region</td>
<td>Qualitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RULA [26]</td>
<td>Multiple body parts.</td>
<td>Semi qualitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCRA [28]</td>
<td>Wrist region</td>
<td>Qualitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REBA [27]</td>
<td>Multiple body parts.</td>
<td>Semi quantitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEC [29]</td>
<td>Multiple body parts.</td>
<td>Qualitative assessment and not real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real time ergonomics feedback system [37]</td>
<td>Multiple body parts.</td>
<td>Quantitative assessment and real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergonomics assessment system proposed by this study</td>
<td>Wrist region</td>
<td>Quantitative assessment and real time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Architecture development of wrist postural behavior assessment and monitoring system at workplace

The system architecture was developed from conceptual ideas discussed with industrial practitioners and research team members. One of the components in this system is that the wrist postural behavior at workplace should be assessed and monitored using ROM instead of absolute angles. Another component is that the ROM data for individual assessment should be normalized to the maximum voluntary ROM, similar to ergonomics assessment using EMG. It is hypothesized that a real-time normalized wrist ROM data would provide a data that has a higher sensitivity and specificity for the purpose of wrist postural behavior assessment and monitoring at workplace. The architecture of the proposed wrist ROM assessment and monitoring system is summarized in Figure 2 below.
The proposed system starts with the worker wearing the wearable glove attached to Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors (which consisted of accelerometer and gyroscope). The worker’s demographic information will then be entered into the system to set up a database profile. Once the profile is set up, the worker will be asked to perform a series of maximum voluntary ROM on wrist extension, flexion, ulnar and radial deviations as shown in Figure 3. The two-axis maximum range of motion are saved in a Wrist ROM Knowledge Base, and intended to be the baseline maximum reference data. A maximum ROM envelope will be generated from this baseline data. All other ROM data captured afterward will be compared to this baseline reference.

The next step involves having the worker perform / simulate occupational task while the system captures the real-time wrist motion behavior. The data will be captured and stored in the Wrist ROM Knowledge Base. This knowledge base consisted of programming rules to compute the percentage of real time wrist ROM data normalized to the maximum voluntary wrist ROM. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) will display the normalized wrist ROM data in real time. The raw and normalized data over the recorded cycle time will also be saved in the system, and can be extracted if further analysis is required. The output of the system will provide a summary of wrist postural behavior assessment from the real time normalized wrist ROM data distributed over a period of task cycle. Monitoring of wrist postural behavior can be conducted through a periodic application of the system.

3.3 – Experts’ opinion on the architecture

Overall, the feedback from the experts on the system’s architecture were positive. They were generally in agreement on the overall process flow of the system’s architecture. The experts described the system’s architecture to be novel in that it offers a new insight on an alternative way to assess specific postural behavior at work. They all recounted their experience that current assessment and monitoring tools specific on wrist posture are limited in number and capabilities. Among issues reported were that the rapid dynamic movements of the wrist are hard to capture in actual work settings, and the traditional methods of using observation and goniometer limits the quality of data sampling.

The experts agreed on the advantages of having a specific tool to assess and monitor wrist posture, especially in work settings where wrist movements are common. They also agreed on the theoretical advantage of having an overview of the postural data over a period of time (cycle time) instead of a snapshot of a representative posture. In addition, the idea to integrate personal limitation (such as the existing WMSD onset) into the system was also intriguing to them. The experts reported the idea of normalizing the worker’s wrist...
ROM against own maximum voluntary ROM to be an interesting idea that should be further explored.

Discussion on the system’s postural data output also involves capturing other types of data that are previously challenging to capture, but provide opportunity for deeper analysis. For example, one practitioner pointed out that capturing continuous sample of postural data using IMUs, which consists on accelerometers may allow an overview of the acceleration and speed of wrist angle changes during the assessment period. Objective data on acceleration and speed of wrist motion may provide engineers numerical parameters to consider when exploring intervention solutions. The data also provides ergonomists, biomechanics engineers and health practitioners a more detailed information to calculate biomechanics loading and exposure to the wrist. In addition, the ROM normalization process allows practitioners to better analyze the magnitude and percentage distribution of poor wrist posture over the cycle time, which will then allow them to better describe their assessments to their clients / managements. All three experts reported they can envision to have the system be used in both industrial and academic settings.

There was no significant concern raised on the presented conceptual architecture of the system. However, some future concerns of the system projected by the experts involved the accuracy, reliability, usability, and practicality. The accuracy and reliability of the sensor to detect the postural angle was brought up, and the validation process to compare the postural angle between the sensor and goniometer was discussed as an essential stage to the system development. In terms of accuracy and reliability, a previous study using glove with sensors to capture angular displacements has demonstrated that the sensors can provide accurate measurements as those given by the traditional goniometer [38]. A concern was also projected on the usability of the system, in terms of GUI design to assist assessor with interpretation of postural data. Proper GUI design involving end users was then suggested to ensure usability of the system to be developed. Lastly, the experts also pointed out some practicality concerns of the system during assessment, such as the bulkiness of glove sensors that may interfere with certain tasks (e.g. high precision assembly task), or limited hand clearance (e.g. feeding machine task). They concluded that these concerns, as well as the scopes and limitations of the system need to be further explored and identified during the development process.

First, the proposed method may increase the specificity of assessment as it specifically focuses on wrist, compared to tools like RULA, REBA, and OCRA which only put a limited weight on wrist posture behavior. Secondly, by using an instrument (IMU sensors), objective data can be captured and analyzed rather than current methods that leans heavily on subjectivity of assessors’ experiences. Thirdly, the instrumentation in this proposed method allows capturing of rapid changes in postural movements. Thus, the postural data captured will be a high resolution, dynamic real-time data instead of a ‘snapshot’ as it was in existing assessment tools such as RULA, REBA, etc. These objectivity and real-time types of data may potentially improve the validity component of the assessment. The fourth gap is that the current assessment systems are limited in terms of measuring individual differences in postural capacity. Thus, two workers on similar workstation, performing similar task, may adopt the same wrist posture with similar postural angle. However, the worker who already has an onset of wrist pain and discomfort might be exposed to higher risk of injuries compared to the colleague with healthy wrist. The traditional postural assessment methods that use the absolute angle as a measure instead of ROM may not capture this individual factor in their risk assessment process. As such, the workers with advance stages of MSDs development might not be rated differently with other healthy workers using the traditional methods.

It is well known that the development of MSDs is multidimensional. Several factors such as task, technology, environment, work organization, and personal factors interact with each other to form unique occupational contexts [39]. The situational context created from the interactional incompatibilities between these factors, filtered through the individual worker’s unique circumstances may result in strains at biomechanical, physiological or even at psychological levels. Continuous misfits of these interacting factors will eventually lead to chronic development of biomechanical, physiological or psychological disorders, as shown in Figure 4.
The strain occurs when the misfit happens at the personal level. However, it should be noted that the personal capacity factors may be different from one person to another. Few studies have shown that restricted ROM can affect individuals’ functional ability [41, 42] and in extension, work ability. Thus, an assessment that considers both work factors (such as task, technology, etc.) as well as individual factors (such as current wrist health condition) is expected to provide a higher sensitivity of measure. The proposed system is partly inspired by the well-established use of EMG ergonomics assessment method such as from Sommerich et al. [43, 44] and Lavender et al. [45], which evaluates the individual capacity through normalization of real time muscle activity data over the maximum voluntary exertion. Normalizing data to maximum capacity may provide a higher sensitivity to capture development of WMSDs risks due to individual factors.

Future works include fabrication of the system’s hardware and software, as well as conducting validity and usability studies. The hardware involves the use of IMU sensors attached to wearable gloves. The positional data from IMU will be converted to angular displacement data through custom algorithm in a computer processing unit. The software, which includes the knowledge base, output base, as well as the GUI of the system will be developed using programming language. Validity study will be conducted to compare the differences of wrist angular displacement captured in this proposed system against the traditional ROM capture using traditional goniometer. In addition, field studies to compare the new system with other assessment tools will also be conducted with inputs from ergonomists and industrial practitioners. Similarly, the usability study will also be conducted with inputs from ergonomists and practitioners. The study will focus on ease of use and overall user experience when using the proposed new system.

Future work may also include the investigation of the cutoff point on acceptable percentage of the normalized wrist ROM data at work. A prospective future study utilizing collected data may provide researchers an information on the levels of exposure that may be associated with the onset of wrist MSDs. Alternatively, a study involving psychophysical components may also be conducted in order to project this normalized cutoff point. Further studies of this proposed system may also be focusing on developing an index for normalized wrist ROM to predict the likelihood of occupational injuries.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the new conceptual architecture proposed in this study is expected to contribute a new way of assessing and monitoring wrist behavior at work. The suggestion involves the idea of considering both the work factors (wrist posture behavior due to task, equipment, environment layout) and individual factor (maximum ROM capacity for the worker being assessed) in its assessment and monitoring system. It is envisioned that this proposed system may provide a more sensitive and specific method to assess and monitor wrist postural behaviors at work. It is expected that this research endeavor will bridge gaps between academic research and practice, and contribute in assisting industrial practitioners perform ergonomic evaluation. This endeavor is expected to provide pathway to reduce workers’ exposure to safety risk factors, and ultimately improving the overall occupational safety and health of workers.
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